
FEATURES & BENEFITS

EMERGENCY CALL 
In an emergency, use the KPB to connect with 

the security desk or 911. The KPB sends your 

live location, medical info and opens up a two-

way call through the device. Your supervisors 
will also be notified when an alert is triggered. 

NOTIFY YOUR CO-WORKERS 
Send a discreet SOS text message to your co-
workers in uncomfortable situations. The text 

includes your live location so they can take 

action to help you out.

FAKE-A-CALL 
Dealing with an inappropriate patient? Use the 
KPB to place a fake phone call and excuse 

yourself from the situation. Whether its your 

supervisor or significant other, take the call 

and make your exit.

FIND YOUR KEYS 
Clip the KPB to your keys and use the app to 

find them. See the last place you had your keys 
on a map and make the KPB ring when you get 

close. Also works for a name badge, door fob, 

backpack, brief case, etc.

SILENT ALARM 
The KPB can also call for help silently. Security 

will hear everything and see your location on a 

map, but only you will know an alert was 

triggered and that help is on the way.

WALKING ESCORT 
Set a destination and the KPB becomes your 

virtual guardian, whether it’s to your car in the 

parking garage or in a room with a patient one-
on-one. If you don't deactivate the timer, 
security is notified and live location will be sent.

MASS BROADCAST 
Your organization can send critical information 

audibly through the POM’s speakers and 

through a push notification in the event of an 

crisis. Whether it’s a lock down or other 
emergency, your team will get the message fast. 

ATTRACTIVE & COMPACT 
The KPB was designed with today’s health care 
employee in mind, with a sleek, small and 

portable design that easily clips onto an ID 
badge, lanyard or key chain.
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